Behavioral, neural and cellular components underlying olfactory learning in the honeybee.
A top-down approach as applied to learning and memory in honeybees provides the opportunity of relating different levels of complexity to each other, and of analyzing the rules and mechanisms from the viewpoint of the respective next higher level. Olfactory conditioning of harnessed bees exemplifies essential elements of associative learning and, in general, forms a bridge between the systems and the cellular levels of analysis. Intracellular recordings of identified neurons during olfactory conditioning play a key role in this effort. They allow testing of the assumptions made by modern behavioral theories of associative learning and provide access to cellular and molecular studies, owing to the identification of their transmitters and the peculiarities of the connectivities. Analysis at this intermediate level of complexity is particularly profitable in the bee, because essential neural elements of the associative network are known and can be tested during ongoing learning behavior. In this respect, the honeybee offers unique properties for the building of bridges between the molecular, cellular, neuronal, network and behavioral levels of associative learning.